Let L denote the linear operator associated with the wave equation when it is subjected to boundary conditions in both space and time. The properties of invertibility or partial invertibility of L , and compactness of the (partial) inverse when it exists, are characterized in terms of the space time domain Si x (0, T), for all rectangular domains Q C R" .
In the study of boundary value problems for the wave equation, features of the underlying spatial domain play a significant role. The purpose of this note is to describe some of these features, and to characterize their influence on the problem. In particular we shall describe the influence of the set Q on the boundary value problem We will be interested in determining properties of the associated linear operator L. Of primary interest is the property of invertibility or partial invertibility, and if L has this property compactness or noncompactness of the (partial) inverse will also be of interest.
In the above problem, the partial differential equation is of hyperbolic type, and the surfaces / = constant are noncharacteristic. Normally the data w(0,x) = uQ(x), w,(0,x) = ux(x) would be prescribed on the surface t = 0 in place of (0.3), and in this case the problem would be a well-posed initial-value problem. By well-posed we mean (cf. [9] ) that the problem has a unique solution which depends continuously on the data, consisting of wn, «, , and /.
In sharp contrast, the time-periodic problem posed above, in which boundary conditions are prescribed on the noncharacteristic surfaces, is almost always ill-posed. In some cases there are infinitely many solutions, and in other cases there may not be any solutions (which are square-integrable). There are a few cases in which the problem is well-posed.
The time-periodic problem (0.1)-(0.3), despite these unpleasant mathematical aspects, is of considerable interest as a physical model. In a sense it represents an infinite dimensional Hamiltonian system. The above problem also represents a simplified version of the corresponding semilinear problem, in which (0.1) is replaced by (0.1') un-Au + g(u) = f, (/,x)GRxQ.
This problem has been considered by several authors (cf. [3] ) in the recent past, mostly when Q = (0, a) is an interval. In this case the associated linear operator
3)] has an infinite dimensional null space, when the ratio T/a is rational; and has a trivial null space but is not onto when T/a is an algebraic number of degree 3 or greater (cf. [18] ). Usually the problem is dealt with under the assumption that T/a is rational (often T = 2n , a = n), and in this case a Fredholm alternative applies. Historically, problem (0.1)-(0.3) was first considered from a classical perspective (cf. [2, 9] ), and the Dirichlet conditions, w(0,x) = u(T,x) = 0, were used in place of the periodic conditions (0.3). As is pointed out below, there is no significant difference between the Dirichlet and the periodic problem, when considered in the framework of §1. Subsequent authors (cf. [4, 6, 8, 11, 18] ) used generalized solutions defined in various ways. It is the work of the second author [18] that provides the basis for the work here. Thus by a solution we mean a distributional solution, relative to the set of test functions {<p G C°°(R x Q) : <p(t + T,x) = <p(t,x) for all (t,x) G R x Q, and <p(t, ■) G C^°(Q)}. Here C^° denotes the set of smooth functions having compact support in Q. In the cited work, a spectral condition is used to determine the nature of the operator L alluded to above. Here we discuss the influence of the spatial domain Q on the spectrum of L. Even when the geometry is simple there are a variety of possibilities, and so even in these cases a complete resolution of some of the questions will require some recent results from the theory of numbers.
In the first section we briefly describe the framework set out in [18] and pose the questions we will subsequently address. In the next section we give the needed number theoretic results, and in the final section we use these results to provide answers to the questions raised at the outset. In addition we give some results regarding the nonlinear problem (O.l'), (0.2)-(0.3).
Abstract hyperbolic boundary value problems
Following [18] we let H denote a real separable Hubert space, with norm and inner product (•,•)• We use L to denote a closed symmetric (not necessarily bounded) operator in H which satisfies the hypotheses: then we can only hope to invert L on //, = ker(L) . This can be done when 0 is not a cluster point of the nonzero spectrum A, = {X¡: i G /,} ; and in this case there is a duality theory, analogous to the Lax-Milgram theory for elliptic boundary value problems, that applies. If 0 is a cluster point of A, then in fact L is not onto //, . In this case it is still possible to obtain distributional solutions u ~ ]£^r fi^i ' h°wever f°r certain / G //, these solutions will not have ||u|| < +co ; hence they do not belong to H. Theorem 1.1. If there exists 5 > 0 such that (S ,ô) n A, = 0, then: There are three situations that may arise when the above theorem is applicable. It may happen that ker(L) = {0} so that in fact L is invertible with a continuous inverse. It may happen that ker(L) is finite-dimensional, in which case L is a Fredholm operator (with index zero) in the sense of [10] and has the partial inverse K described above. A third alternative is that ker(L) is infinite-dimensional, and again has the partial inverse K described above. In this case we will call L quasi-Fredholm.
When considering (0.1)-(0.3) in the context of the above framework, and assuming fi = (0,a) with T/a rational, one finds that such a S > 0 exists and that K is in fact compact as a map from //, into 2VX . Here one has H = L2((0,T)x(0,a)).
It is also known that K : //, -L°°((0, T) x (0,a)) is compact (cf. [3, 12] ). Not surprisingly this property is exploited in dealing with (0.1 ), (0.2)-(0.3). In general compactness can be characterized by a finiteness condition on the spectrum (cf. [10] ). Theorem 1.2. Suppose that there is a S > 0 such that (-S, ô) n A, = 0, and let K denote the (partial) inverse of L. Then K is compact if and only if each k( G A, has finite multiplicity and each of the sets A, n [-« , n] is finite.
Remark. From the proof of this result (cf. [18] ), it is easy to see that K is compact from //, into ^ if and only if it is compact from //, into H{ . Thus, with c(l/a) = min{l/\a\,c(a)/2} we see that 1/qgB. In the lemmas that follow x¡ and y will always denote integers, and ßt will always denote a positive number. In the event that n = 1 we will use ß and x in place of /?, and x, . When we speak of an equation having a nontrivial solution, we mean a solution where the variables are integers and not all of them are zero. A positive solution will mean a solution in which all variables are positive integers. The symbol y will be reserved for a nonzero element of T and by the multiplicity of y we mean the number of solutions of F -y with x > 1, y > 0. Note that by the homogeneity of F , if 0 G Y then it has infinite multiplicity. This result is well known and may be found in Niven and Zuckerman [17] . Lemma 2.2. If n > 2 and ß ^ Q for some i, then Y is dense in R.
Proof. Recently Margulis [13, 14] has shown that if Q is any real, indefinite quadratic form in m > 3 variables, which is not a scalar multiple of a form with all rational coefficients, then Q(Zm) is a dense subset of R. We have essentially the same situation here except that our x are not allowed to be 0. Without loss of generality we assume that /?, <£ Q. The case n > 2 of our lemma follows trivially from the case n = 2, so we assume now that n = 2 . Also if either /?, £ B or ß2 £ B, then the lemma follows from Lemma 2.1. Hence we assume that ßx,ß2 GB with ßx <£ Q. Now F(Z2,Z) = Tu F(0,Z,Z) U F(Z,0,Z). By Margulis' theorem, F(Z ,Z) is dense in R. By Lemma 2.1 both F(0,Z,Z) and F(Z,0,Z) are discrete. Therefore Y must be dense. D We now consider the case of n > 1 . Several lemmas will be needed to obtain the analogue of Lemma 2.2. We begin with the question of multiplicity. Lemma 2.4. If n > 2 and ßt G Q for 1 < i < n, then each y has infinite multiplicity.
Proof. We consider two cases. First suppose that ßt <£ Q for some i. Without loss of generality we may assume that /?, ^ Q . Suppose that F(x*, ... ,x*, y*) = y with x* > 1 for I < i < n. Let y* = ß2x2 + • • • + ßnx* . Then (x* ,y*) is a nontrivial solution of /?,x, -y = y-y*, so that by Lemma 2.3(h) this equation has infinitely many positive solutions (x, ,y). But for each such (X[ ,y) we get a positive solution (x, ,x2 , ... ,x* ,y) of .F(X[, ... ,xn ,y) = y . Hence, in this case y has infinite multiplicity.
In the other case /?, G Q for I < i < n . We initially consider n = 2 here. After clearing denominators we see that it suffices to prove that /i i\ 2 2 , , 2 2 2 2 ,r (2.1) ¿z x, + o x2 -c y = N has infinitely many positive solutions assuming that it has at least one solution; here a,b,cGZ+ and NgZ.
Let (x*,X2,y*) be a solution of (2.1) and let r = -2bc(bx*2 -cy*). We will prove that for infinitely many / G Z+ there is a solution (xx,x2,y) of (2.1) with If r = 0, then (2.4) is satisfied by x, = x* and any t gZ+ . If r £ 0, then (2.4) still has infinitely many positive solutions as can be seen by letting t = 2\r\u and observing that the resulting equation
has infinitely many positive solutions by virtue of Lemma 2.3(ii), since 2r Q and x, = x*, u = 0 is a nontrivial solution. Now note that if r > 0 then for any positive solution (xx ,u) of (2.5) we obtain from (2.2) a positive solution (x, ,x2,y) of (2.1); if r < 0, then any positive solution (x, ,u) of (2.5) with u sufficiently large yields a positive solution (x, ,x2 ,y) of (2.1) via (2.3). But it is clear that only finitely many of the solutions of (2.5) have u smaller than any given bound. This completes the proof when n = 2 . Now suppose that n > 2. Let F(x*, ... ,x*,y*) = y with x* > 1 for 1 < i < n. Let 7* = /?3x* H-h ßnx* .
Then (2.6) ßxx\ + ß2x\-y2 = y-y* has a nontrivial solution (x* ,x2 ,y*). If y -y* = 0 we see that F(tx*, tx*2 , Xj, ... ,x*,ty*) = y for any / G Z+ so that y has infinite multiplicity. If 7 -7* ¥" 0, then the above argument for the case n = 2 leads to infinitely many positive solutions (x, ,x2 ,y) of (2.6). For each of these, we have F(xx,x2,x*3 , ... ,x*,y) = y so that y has infinite multiplicity. This completes the proof of the lemma. D Note that if n = 1 and ß g Q the assertion of Lemma 2.4 is false, as follows from Lemma 2.3(i). We next consider the question of whether 0 G Y. We begin with an auxiliary result. Lemma 2.5. Suppose that /?( G Q for I < i < n . If F(xx, ... ,xn,y) = 0 has a nontrivial solution, then it has a positive solution and 0 G Y.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The assertion when n = 1 follows from Lemma 2.3. Assume the assertion true for n -1 and suppose that (x*, ... ,x* ,y*) is a nontrivial solution in the case n . By the induction hypothesis we may assume that x* = 0 and x* > 0 for 2 < / < n . Clearly y* > 0. It suffices to find a positive solution (x ,y) of (2.7) ßiX2-y2 = -y*2 for then (x,x2 , ... ,x* ,y) will be a positive solution of F(x,,... ,xn,y) -0.
We now consider two cases. If /?, ^ Q , then (2.7) has (infinitely many) positive solutions by Lemma 2.3(h), since it has the nontrivial solution (0 ,y*). 2 2 In the second case suppose that /?, = c ¡d with c and d positive coprime integers. Now by the homogeneity of ^(x, , ... ,xn,y) we may assume that in our solution (x*, ... ,x*,y*) we have y* = 2cy for some y > 1 . Then 2 2 (x,y) = (d(y -l),c(y +1)) is a positive solution of (2.1). D The question of whether or not 0 G Y is subtle in the cases n = 2 and 3 and 2 some ßj £ Q . In order to explain this situation more easily we formulate the following.
Definition. Suppose that all ßt G Q. Then the standard form of F is the qviadratic form obtained from F by applying the following algorithm. if p is an odd prime such that p\a then -ßy is a square modulo p. Proof. The case where all ßt G Q may be found in Smiley [19] . For the other cases, we see by Lemma In all other cases Y is dense in R. Furthermore, when R is discrete we have the following situations:
(1) If n = 1 then the following cases arise :
(i) If ß G Q then OgY and it has infinite multiplicity ; each y has finite multiplicity. (ii) // ß g Q -Q then 0 £ Y and each y has infinite multiplicity. (iii) If ß gB -Q then 0 ^ Y and each y has multiplicity one.
(2) If n > 2 and all ßl G Q, then each y has infinite multiplicity. If n > 4, then OgT. If n = 2 or 3, then 0 G Y if and only if the conditions of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied. In particular if all ßt G Q then 0 G T. If 0 G Y, then it has infinite multiplicity.
INVERTIBILITY AND COMPACTNESS OF THE ASSOCIATED OPERATORS
Throughout this section we assume T = 2n and Q = Yi"=x(0,ajn) c Rn. As in § 1 we use L to denote the closed symmetric linear operator associated to (0.1)-(0.3), and Xk/ to denote the eigenvalues of L as given in (1.3 (i) If a G Q then L is quasi-Fredholm and K is compact. 2 2 (ii) If a G Q -Q then L is invertible and K is not compact. (iii) If a G B -Q then L is invertible and K is compact.
(2) If n > 2 and a2 G Q for I < i < n then L is either invertible or quasi-Fredholm, and K is always noncompact. L is quasi-Fredholm if n > 4 or when n = 2 or 3 and the conditions of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied. In particular L is quasi-Fredholm when a¡ G Q for each i. Whenever Theorem 1.1 applies, one can also show that solutions of the semilinear problem (O.l'), (0.2)-(0.3) exist, under appropriate hypotheses on g : R -► R. This is true regardless of the dimension of ker(L). In any case we assume g G C(R), and without loss of generality we can also assume that g(0) = 0. Furthermore g should satisfy:
(G,) There is a constant ßx > 0 such that \g(u) -g(v)\ < ßx\u -v\, for all u,v gR.
We may also require: This result follows directly from the abstract theory presented in [19] . The proof in the case ker(L) = {0} follows standard arguments. In the other case one employs the method of alternative problems, and splits the problem into two parts. The property of monotonicity is used in a crucial way to handle the part associated to the kernel of L . We mention that it is the monotonicity and not the sign of the monotonicity that is crucial. The result still follows when g is monotone decreasing; one then defines 3£ = inf{Xk/lr : Xk/ > 0} .
The inequalities of Theorem 3.2 imply that g(u) is a nonlinear perturbation whose linearization at the origin yu is such that y > 0 is small relative to the proximity of A, to the origin. If y is large then we should replace g(u) by h(u) = g(u) -ou, with a near y (and a < y ), and consider License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
If -a f. Y then L is invertible. If -a G Y then L is quasi-Fredholm except when n = 1 and either a G Q or a G B -Q ; in these two cases L is Fredholm. The operator 3Í is not compact except for the one case in which n = 1 and a2 gB-Q.
